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Zusammenfassung

Java-TX (TX steht für Type eXtended) ist eine Erweiterung von Java, deren
wesentliche neue Eigenschaften globale Typinferenz und echte Funktion-
stypen sind. Funktionstypen werden in Java-TX ähnlich wie bei Scala
eingeführt. Zusätzlich werden sie in das Zieltypen-Konzept von Java in-
tegriert, wie es im sogenannten Stawman-Ansatz vorgeschlagen wurde.
Diese Erweiterungen führen zu einer neuen Überladungseigenschaft, die
Methodendeklaration mit Durchschnittstypen erlaubt. Darüber hinaus
haben Java-TX-Methoden allgemeinste Typen. Zusätzlich werden Typ-
parameter von Klassen und Methoden automatisch generiert. Schließlich
werden Parameter von Funktionstypen heterogen übersetzt.

Abstract

Java-TX (TX standing for Type eXtended) is an extension of Java. The
predominant new features are global type inference and real function types
for lambda expressions. These function types are introduced in a similar
fashion as in Scala but additionally integrated into the Java target-typing
as proposed in a so-called strawman approach. These extensions lead
to a new, more powerful overloading mechanism, which means that the
type of a method declaration could be an intersection of method types.
Furthermore, there is a principal type property for Java-TX methods. Ad-
ditionally, the type parameter of classes and their methods are generated
automatically. Finally, the type parameters of function types are translated
heterogeneously.

1 Introduction

Since version 1.5 the programming language Java
has been extended by incorporating many fea-
tures from functional programming languages.
Version 1.5 saw the introduction of generics.
Generics are known as parametric polymorphism
in functional programming languages. In con-
trast to functional programming languages such
as Haskell or SML, object-oriented languages
like Java allow subtyping and states of objects.
Therefore, the variance of type arguments has to
be considered. In PIZZA, the first approach of
parametric polymorphism in Java-like languages,
the arguments were declared as invariant, which
means for Vector<T>≤∗1 Collection<T> and
Integer≤∗ Object holds

Vector<Integer>≤∗ Collection<Integer>
1 ≤∗ stands for the subtyping relation.

but neither covariance

Vector<Integer>≤∗ Collection<Object>

nor contravariance

Vector<Object>≤∗ Collection<Integer>

is correct. Invariance of type arguments is a
strict restriction. Therefore, use-site variance by
so-called wildcards was introduced in Java 5. In
some cases, wildcards allow covariance or con-
travariance, respectively. In Java 8 lambda ex-
pressions were introduced, but not real function
types. The types of lambda expressions are de-
fined as target types, which are functional inter-
faces (essentially interfaces with one method).

Local type inference was introduced in the ver-
sions 5, 7, and 10. In Java 5 the automatic deter-
mination of parameter instance was introduced. In
Java 7 the diamond operator was introduced. In
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source := class∗
class := Class(cname, [generics, ] extends( ctype ), fielddecl∗, methoddecl2∗)
ctype := Type( cname, type∗ )
type := ctype | tvar
generics := (tvar, extends(tvar | Object))∗
fielddecl := Field( [type, ]var[, expr] )
methoddecl := Method( [generics, ][type,]mname, (var[: type])∗, block )
block := Block( stmt∗ )
stmt := block | Return( expr ) |While( bexpr, stmt ) | LocalVarDecl( [type, ]var )

| If( bexpr, stmt[, stmt] ) | EmptyStmt | stmtexpr
lambdaexpr := Lambda( (var[: type])∗, (stmt | expr) )
stmtexpr := Assign( vexpr, expr ) | MethodCall( iexpr, mname, expr∗ ) | New( type )
vexpr := LocalVar( var ) | InstVar( iexpr, var )
iexpr := vexpr | lambdaexpr | stmtexpr | Cast( type, iexpr ) | this | super
expr := iexp | bexp | sexp3

Figure 1: The abstract syntax of a core of Java-TX

Java 10, finally, the var keyword for types of local
variables was introduced [7].

Up until now the features of global type inference
(no type declarations are necessary without los-
ing static typing property) and real function types
have not been addressed in Java.

This paper is a summary of the previous re-
search on Java-TX. After definition of the lan-
guage (Sec. 2) we begin by expanding local type
inference to global type inference (Sec. 3). We
then extend the Java overloading mechanism of
method names to overloaded method declara-
tions for which we introduce intersection types
(Sec. 4). We go on to give a principal type prop-
erty for Java-TX methods and fields (Sec. 5). Ad-
ditionally, we integrate target-typing for lambda
expressions and real function type as described
theoretically in the strawman approach [16, 30]
(Sec. 6). We subsequently present the feature
of generated generics of classes and its meth-
ods (Sec. 7). Finally, we integrate the heteroge-
neous translation of type parameters into Java-TX
(Sec. 8).

2 The language

The language Java-TX is presented in Fig. 1. In
this paper we treat Java-TX in an abstract rep-
resentation of a core of Java 8. Beside some
trivia we reduce the language by two essential
features, exceptions and generics bound by non
type-variable types (only type variables as bounds
are allowed). Furthermore, basic types (int,

float, bool, . . . ) were left out, such that the
boxed variants have to be used. But the literals
1, 2, 3, . . . , true, false are still allowed. The op-
tional type annotations [type] are the types, which
can be inferred by our type inference algorithm
(cp. Section 3).

The Java-TX type system correspond substan-
tially to the original Java 8 type system as given
in [10]. We extend the type system by introduc-
tion of real function types [29].

3 Global type inference for Java-TX

Global type inference allows us to leave out all
type annotations. As in functional programming
languages like Haskell, the compiler similarly de-
termines a principal typing, such that Java-TX is
statically typed as original Java. Let us first con-
sider a simple example.

Example 3.1. Let the class Fac (Fig. 2) be given.
It is the simple iterative implementation of the fac-
torial function. The return and the argument type
of getFac are left out. The type inference algo-
rithm has to infer the types. The types are de-
termined by the declaration of res and the over-
loaded operator * . In order to reduce the com-
plexity of the type inference algorithm for over-
loaded operators in the same way as for over-
loaded methods, only types are inferred which are
explicitly imported by the keyword import. There-
fore for getFac the typing
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import java.lang.Integer;

c lass Fac {

getFac(n){
var res = 1;
var i = 1;
while(i<=n) {

res = res * i;
i++;

}
return res;

}
}

Figure 2: The class Fac

java.lang.Integer
getFac(java.lang.Integer n)

is inferred.

Before we consider a more complex example we
shall offer a formal definition of typed identifiers
(variables and method names) in Java-TX.

Definition 3.2 (Types of identifiers). For identi-
fiers in Java-TX programs the types are defined
as follows:

v : θ: Type of local variable v.

cl<T <T ′4>.f : θ: Type of a field f of the class cl
with the generics T bound by T ′.

cl<T <T ′>.m : <R <R′>(θ1, . . . , θn)→θ: Type of
a method m with generics R bound by R′ of
the class cl with the generics T bound by T ′.

cl<T<T ′>.m :<R1<R′1>((θ1,1, . . . , θ1,n)→θ1)
& . . .&

<Rm <R′m>((θm,1, . . . , θm,n)→θm) :

Intersection type of the overloaded method
m.

Let us consider a second more complex exam-
ple.

Example 3.3. The program in Fig. 3 is given. The
class Matrix is implemented as an extension of
Vector<Vector<Integer>>. The method mul im-
plements the multiplication of two matrices. An
obvious typing of mul would be

Matrix mul(Matrix m)

4 With x we denote in this paper tuples (x1, . . . , xn) of types,
variables, terms, etc.

import java.util.Vector;

c lass Matrix
extends Vector<Vector<Integer>> {

mul(m) {
var ret = new Matrix ();
var i = 0;
while(i < size ()) {

var v1 = this .elementAt(i);
var v2 = new Vector <Integer >();
var j = 0;
while(j < v1.size ()) {

var erg = 0;
var k = 0;
while(k < v1.size ()) {

erg = erg
+ v1.elementAt(k)
* m.elementAt(k)

.elementAt(j);
k++; }

v2.addElement(erg);
j++; }

ret.addElement(v2);
i++; }

return ret; } }

Figure 3: The class Matrix

The question is whether this typing is the only pos-
sible typing. If not, then the question to be asked
is whether it is the principal typing. It is easy to
see that there are other correct typings, e.g.

Matrix mul(Vector <Vector <Integer >> m)

or

Vector <Vector <Integer >>
mul(Vector <Vector <Integer >> m)

are correct. But

Matrix mul(Vector <? extends
Vector <? extends Integer >> m)

is also correct. We collect all correct typings of
mul to an intersection type of mul, given in Fig. 4.

We remember the usual subtyping definition for
function types.

Definition 3.4 (Subtyping relation ≤∗ on function
types). For two given functions types

(τ1, . . . , τn)→ τ0 and (θ1, . . . , θn)→ θ0

the following is valid:

(τ1, . . . , τn)→τ0≤∗ (θ1, . . . , θn)→θ0
iff θi≤∗ τi and τ0≤∗ θ0.
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Matrix.mul : Matrix→ Matrix

& Matrix→ Vector<Vector<Integer>>
& Vector<Vector<Integer>>→ Matrix

& Vector<Vector<Integer>>→ Vector<Vector<Integer>>
& Vector<Vector<? extends Integer>>→ Matrix

& Vector<Vector<? extends Integer>>→ Vector<Vector<Integer>>
& Vector<? extends Vector<Integer>>→ Matrix

& Vector<? extends Vector<Integer>>→ Vector<Vector<Integer>>
& Vector<? extends Vector<? extends Integer>>→ Matrix

& Vector<? extends Vector<? extends Integer>>→ Vector<Vector<Integer>>
& Matrix→ Vector<? extends Vector<? extends Integer>>
& . . .

Figure 4: Intersection type of mul

Regarding this definition, a first line of thought in
defining a principal type is the intersection type of
all minimal elements of these function types.

Vector<?Vector<?Integer>>→Matrix5

is the subtype of all other types (minimum in the
subtyping relation). This means that the domain
of the function is maximal and the range minimal.
Therefore this should be the principal type of mul.

Before we go on to offer a formal definition of the
principal type in Section 5, we shall consider the
type inference algorithm and the extended over-
loading mechanism of Java-TX.

3.1 The type inference algorithm

Here we would like to present a short overview
of the type inference algorithm. The input is the
abstract syntax tree of the corresponding Java
class. The type inference algorithm consists of
two steps:

Tree traversing: In a traversing of the abstract
syntax tree, a type is mapped to each node
of the methods’ statements and expressions.
If the corresponding types are left out, a type
variable is mapped as type placeholder. Oth-
erwise, the known type is mapped.

During the traversing a set of type constraints
{ ty l ty′ } is generated. The constraints rep-
resent the type conditions as defined in the
Java specification [10]. For more details see
the function TYPE in [27].

5
?Type and ?Type are abbreviations for ? extendsType and

? superType, respectively.

Type unification: For the set of type constraints
{ ty l ty′ } general unifiers (substitution) σ
are demanded, such that

σ( ty1 )≤∗ σ( ty′ ).

The result of the type unification is a set of
pairs

({ (T l T ′) }, σ),

where { (T l T ′) } is a set of remaining con-
straints consisting of two type variables and
σ is a general unifier.

The type unification algorithm is given in [26,
33]. There we proved that the unification is
indeed not unitary, but finitary, meaning that
there are finitely many general unifiers.

Let us consider the application of the type infer-
ence algorithm to the factorial example (Example
3.1). Note that we omit the import statements for
the sake of readability in the further examples.

Example 3.5. First, we present the essential type
variables which are mapped to nodes of the
method getFac:

c lass Fac {
N getFac(O n) {

P res = 1;
R i = 1;
while((i::R) <= (n::O))::T {

(res::P)=(( res::P)*(i::R))::U ;
(i::R)++;

}
return(res::P);

}
}

The generated constraints are

{ (P .
= N ), (U l P), (O l java.lang.Number),

(R l java.lang.Number,
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(java.lang.Boolean
.
= T ),

(java.lang.Integer
.
= U ),

(R l java.lang.Integer),
(P l java.lang.Integer) }

The result of type unification is given as:

{ (∅, [(U 7→ java.lang.Integer),
(P 7→ java.lang.Integer),
(R 7→ java.lang.Integer),
(O 7→ java.lang.Integer),
(N 7→ java.lang.Integer),
(T 7→ java.lang.Boolean)] }

In this example, no constraints consisting only of
type variables remain. Furthermore, there is only
one general unifier.

If we instantiate the type variables by the deter-
mined types, we get:

c lass Fac {
Integer getFac(Integer n) {

Integer res = 1;
Integer i = 1;
while((i::Integer)

<= (n::Integer))::Boolean
{

(res::Integer) =
((res::Integer) * (i::Integer))
::Integer;

(i::Integer)++;
}
return(res::Integer); } }

The unification in the above example has one so-
lution. If there would be more than one solution,
there could be more than one principal typing of
the method. We consider this in Example 4.1.

The set of remaining constraints which consist
only of type variables is empty. If this set would
not be empty, then type parameters (generics) of
the class or of its method would be generated. We
consider this in Section 7.

4 Overloading

The following example serves to show the over-
loading mechanism.

Example 4.1. Let the classes OL and OLMain be
given.

c lass OL {
m(Integer x) { return x + x; }

m(Boolean x) { return x || x; }
}

c lass OLMain {
main(x) {

var ol = new OL();
return ol.m(x); } }

This example illustrates the extended overload-
ing mechanism of Java-TX. In the class OL the
method name m is overloaded by two different
method declarations as in standard Java. In the
class OLMain an instance of OL is created and on
the instance the overloaded method m is called.
This means the only method declaration main is
overloaded by both types. The type of main is then
given as the intersection type:

OLMain.main : Integer→ Integer

& Boolean→ Boolean

If we leave out the type annotations in OL and add
some import declarations:

import java.lang.Integer;
import java.lang.Double;
import java.lang.String;
import java.lang.Boolean;

c lass OL {
m(x) { return x + x; }

m(x) { return x || x; }
}

the type of the first method m is:

OL.m : Integer→ Integer

& Double→ Double

& String→ String,

as + is an overloaded operation symbol. The sec-
ond method m has the unchanged type

OL.m : Boolean→ Boolean.

This means that the main declaration is over-
loaded by all four types of both methods m:

OLMain.main : Integer→ Integer

& Double→ Double

& String→ String

& Boolean→ Boolean
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This example shows the extended overloading
mechanism in Java-TX. Standard-Java only al-
lows the overloading of method identifiers, mean-
ing that multiple method declarations with the
same identifier have to be declared (cp. method
m with explicitly declared types in the class OL).
In contrast, in Java-TX one declaration could be
overloaded, which means that one declaration
has different types (cp. method main in the class
OLMain).

In the following section we shall define a principal
type for Java-TX programs which is the result of
the type inference algorithm.

5 Principal type

In [6] for functional programs (without subtyping)
a principal type is defined as:

A type scheme for a declaration is a principal type
scheme, if any other type scheme for the declara-
tion is a generic instance of it.

We combine this definition of principal type
scheme for functional programs with the idea that
the principal types are the minimal elements in the
subtyping relation:

An intersection type scheme with a minimal num-
ber of elements for a declaration is a principal type
scheme, if any other type scheme for the declara-
tion is a supertype of a generic instance of one
element of the intersection type scheme.

Following this definition, in Example 3.3

Matrix.mul :
Vector<?Vector<?Integer>>→Matrix

and in Example 4.1

OLMain.main : Integer→ Integer

& Double→ Double

& String→ String
& Boolean→ Boolean

are principal types.

The following example shows that this definition of
the Java-TX principal type has to be refined if we
consider overlapping arities of methods.

Example 5.1. Given the following Java-TX pro-
gram:

import java.util.Vector;
import java.util.Stack;

c lass Put {
<T> putElement(T ele , Vector <T> v) {

v.addElement(ele);
}

<T> putElement(T ele , Stack <T> s) {
s.push(ele);

}

main(ele , x) {
putElement(ele , x);

}
}

The inferred intersection type of main is

Put.main : (T, Vector<T>)→void

&(T, Stack<T>)→void.

With the given definition the principal type would
be (T, Vector<T>)→void. This is not correct as
the stack’s application would disappear. There-
fore, we have to refine the definition by consider-
ing its call graphs.

Definition 5.2 (Principal type of Java methods).
An intersection type of a method m in a class cl

cl<T <T ′>.m :<R1 <R′1>((θ1,1, . . . , θ1,n)→θ1)
& . . .&

<Rm <R′m>((θm,1, . . . , θm,n, )→θm)

is called principal if the number of elements of the
intersection is minimal and for any correct type an-
notated method declaration

rty m(ty1 a1, . . . , tyn an) { . . . }

there is an element ((θi,1, . . . , θi,n, )→θi) of the in-
tersection type and there is a substitution σ, such
that

σ( θi )≤∗ rty, ty1≤∗ σ( θi,1 ), . . . , tyn≤∗ σ( θi,n )

and the call graphs of (θi,1, . . . , θi,n, )→θi and
(ty1, . . . , tyn)→rty are equal.

Example 5.3. Continuing Example 5.1 the princi-
pal type of main is

Put.main : (T, Vector<T>)→void

&(T, Stack<T>)→void

as the call graphs of (T, Vector<T>) → void and
(T, Stack<T>)→void differ (cp. Fig. 5).
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Figure 5: Call graphs of the method main in the class Put

A detailed overview of call graphs and the corre-
sponding algorithm can be found in [25].

Finally, we give the definition of the principal type
of fields in Java-TX classes. It is possible to as-
sign a lambda expression to a field of a Java class.
Therefore it make sense to define a principal type
for fields.

Definition 5.4 (Principal type of Java fields). A
type θ of a field f in a class cl

cl<T <T ′>.f : θ

is called principal if for any type correct field dec-
laration

ty f;

there is a substitution σ, such that

σ( θ )≤∗ ty

is valid.

As fields cannot be overloaded no intersection
types are necessary.

5.1 Type inference and principal type

Principal types in Java-TX can be inferred for
nearly all methods. There are only two restric-
tions. On the one hand type inference is unde-
cidable in the presence of polymorphic recursion
as in all languages with global type inference fol-
lowing the approach of [6]. On the other hand,

Java type-check become undecidable in the pres-
ence of F-bounded polymorphism in combina-
tion with covariance and contravariance by bound
wildcards. This is shown in [11]. There is even a
reduction from the halting problem of Turing ma-
chines to subtype checking in Java.

The next example shows the consequence of
polymorphic recursion.

Example 5.5. Let the class Map be given:

c lass Map {

<T> List <T>
map (Function <T,T> f, List <T> l){

for ( int i=0; i < l.size (); i++) {
l.set(i, f.apply(l.get(i)));
return l;

}

List <Integer >
addInt5ToList (List <Integer > l) {

return map(x -> x+5, l);
}

List <String >
addStr5ToList (List <String > l) {

return map(x -> x + "5", l);
}

}

If we leave out all type annotations of the methods
in the class Map the type inference goes wrong
due to the fact that the type variable T could either
be instantiated by Integer or by String but not
by both at once.

The difference between the explicitly typed class
and the typeless class in this example corre-
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sponds to the difference of the Damas-Milner
type system [6] and the Mycroft-Milner type sys-
tem [19], where Henglein reduces the type infer-
ence problem of the Mycroft-Milner type system
to semi-unification [12] and semi-unification has
been shown to be recursively undecidable [15].

F-bounded polymorphism in combination with
bound wildcards in Java allows recursion in the
type arguments of parametrized type. E.g. for

c lass Integer implements
Comparable <Integer > {...}

it holds true that:

Integer ≤∗ Comparable<Integer>
≤∗ Comparable<?Integer>
≤∗ Comparable<?Comparable<Integer>>
≤∗ Comparable<?Comparable<?Integer>>
≤∗ Comparable<?Comparable<?...>>
≤∗ . . .

and

. . .
≤∗ Comparable<?Comparable<?...>>
≤∗ Comparable<?Comparable<?Integer>>
≤∗ Comparable<?Comparable<Integer>>
≤∗ Comparable<?Integer>

This means that for instance the constraint
Integer l T as well as the constraint T l
Comparable<? super Integer>, respectively, have
infinite result sets, respectively.

In Java-TX the problem is solved by capping the
infinite chains. This means if a type is contained
in an argument of a supertype or of a subtype,
respectively, then these types and all supertypes
or all subtypes, respectively, are excluded.

In the first constraint Integer l T the type
Integer is contained in its supertype Comp-
arable<Integer>. Therefore Comparable<In-
teger> and all supertypes of Comparable<In-
teger> are excluded. In the second con-
straint T l Comparable<?Integer> the type
Comparable<?Integer> is contained in Comp-
arable<?Comparable<?Integer>>. Therefore the
type Comparable<?Comparable<?Integer>> and
its subtypes are excluded.

Following this, the type inference in the class
IntComparable

c lass IntComparable {
void m(k) {

k = 1;
}

}

determines the type Integer for the argument k
as all other correct types Comparable<Integer>,
Comparable<? extends Integer>, . . . are ex-
cluded.

6 Real function types

In Java 8, lambda expression has indeed been in-
troduced, but not function types. Instead, there
are functional interfaces as target types of lambda
expressions. There are many disadvantages be-
cause of the lack of function types. Java-TX coun-
ters these disadvantages by introducing function
types in a similar way as in Scala without losing
the convenience of functional interfaces as target
type of lambda expressions [29]. Java-TX imple-
ments the so-called strawman approach, which
was theoretically given in [16, 30].

In Java 8 function types are simulated in the pack-
age java.util.function:

public interface Function <T,R> {
R apply(T t);

}

public interface BiFunction <T,U,R> {
R apply(T t, U u);

}

There are some inconveniences.

Subtyping

Although the following holds true for subtypes (cp.
Def. 3.4)

(T ′1, . . . , T
′
N )→T0 ≤∗ (T1, . . . , TN )→T ′0, Ti≤∗ T ′i

for the functional interface Function

Function<T ′1, T0> ≤∗ Function<T1, T ′0>

for Ti�∗ T ′i , is not correct, as Java has use-site
variance. Therefore, arguments of types without
wildcards are invariant.

Example 6.1. For Integer ≤∗ Number ≤∗ Ob-
ject it holds true that:
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Number→ Number ≤∗ Integer→ Object

but

Function<Number, Number> f_NN = . . .
Function<Integer, Object> f_IO = f_NN

is wrong, as

Function<Number, Number> 6≤∗
Function<Integer, Object>

This problem could be solved by wildcards. It
holds true for Ti�∗ T ′i :

Function<T ′1, T0>
≤∗ Function<? super T1, ? extends T′0> ,

for Ti≤∗ T ′i . This means

Function<?Integer, ?Object> f_IO= f_NN

is correct.

Direct application of lambda expressions

In the λ-calculus β-conversion (direct application
of a lambda expression to its arguments), the fol-
lowing is possible:

(λx.E)arg = E[x/arg].

In Java 8 this lambda term would have the follow-
ing form:

(x -> h(x)).apply(arg);

Such expressions are not permitted. As the
lambda expression has no explicit type, it is not
obvious if the method apply exists at all. This
problem could be solved by introducing a type
cast:

((Function<T,R>)x -> h(x)).apply(arg);

Summary

The drawbacks of the lack of function types are all
solved in Java 8:

Missing function types: The function types
are replaced by the functional interfaces
Bi/Function in the package java.util.
function.

Subtyping problem: The problem of the func-
tional interface’s behaviour differing from the
usual definition of subtyping is solved by us-
ing wildcards.

Impossibility of direct application of lambda
expressions: The impossibility of applying a

lambda expression directly to its arguments
is solved by using type casts.

This means all problems are solvable, but the so-
lutions are not attractive. We therefore introduced
real function types in Java-TX. We extended Java
by two sets of special functional interfaces with
declaration-site variance type parameters:

interface FunN$$ <-T1 , ..., -TN,+R> {
R apply(T1 arg1 , ... , TN argN);

}

interface FunVoidN$$ <-T1 , ..., -TN> {
void apply(T1 arg1 , ... , TN argN);

}

where

• FunN$$ <T′1...T
′
N ,T0>≤∗ FunN $$<T1...TN ,T′0>

iff Ti≤∗ T′i

• In FunN$$ no wildcards are allowed.

The Lambda-expressions are explicitly typed by
FunN$$-types.

Example 6.2. Let us consider the changed matrix
program in Fig. 7.

In Java 8 there are two possibilities to type the
field mul:

• Using java.util.function.*:

mul:BiFunction<?Vector<?Vector<?Integer>>
?Vector<?Vector<?Integer>>
?Matrix>

This type declaration is less readable. In par-
ticular, the mixture of super and extends wild-
cards in the second argument are extremely
unusual.
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interface MatrixOperation {
MatrixOP apply(Vector <? extends Vector <? extends Integer >> arg1 ,

Vector <? extends Vector <? extends Integer >> arg2);

Figure 6: Interface MatrixOperation

c lass MatrixOP
extends Vector <Vector <Integer >> {

mul = (m1 , m2) -> {
var ret = new MatrixOP ();
var i = 0;
while(i < m1.size ()) {

var v1 = m1.elementAt(i);
var v2 = new Vector <Integer >();
var j = 0;
while(j < v1.size ()) {

var erg = 0;
var k = 0;
while(k < v1.size ()) {

erg = erg
+ v1.elementAt(k)
* m2.elementAt(k)

.elementAt(j);
k++; }

v2.addElement(erg);
j++; }

ret.addElement(v2);
i++;}

return ret;}

Figure 7: Matrix with lambda expression

• Defining an own functional interface Ma-
trixOperation (Fig. 6):

mul: MatrixOperation

This type declaration is very short, but the
type MatrixOperation hides the most infor-
mation.

In contrast, Java-TX infers the function type:

mul:Fun2$$<Vector<?Vector<?Integer>>
Vector<?Vector<?Integer>>
Matrix>

This type is indeed complex, too. But the argu-
ments of the function type Fun2$$ have no wild-
cards. This reduces the confusion.

7 Generalized type variables

In a similar way as in type inference of func-
tional programming languages, free type variables

which are not instanced by other types after type
inference are generalized to generics. In compari-
son to functional programming languages, in Java
subtyping leads to a more powerful generalization
mechanism.

Keeping in mind the result of the type unification
(Sec. 3.1) given as a set of pairs of

• remaining constraints consisting only of pairs
of type variables and a

• most general unifier:

{ ({T1 l T ′1 }, σ1), . . . , ({Tn l T ′n }, σn) }.

In the previous sections we considered the uni-
fiers. In this section we shall consider the remain-
ing constraints. In the existing type inference algo-
rithm of functional programming languages with-
out subtyping (e.g. Haskell or SML) the remaining
type variables are generalized such that any type
can be instantiated if the function is used.

Following up this idea, the remaining type vari-
ables become bound type parameters of the class
and its methods, respectively, where the left-hand
side of a constraint is a type parameter and the
right-hand side is its bound.

There are three possibilities for adapting this con-
cept to Java:

• All in the constraints, connected type vari-
ables are mapped to one type parameter.

• All constraints are transferred to bound type
parameters of the class.

• The constraints are transferred to bound type
parameters of the class and its methods.

We shall see that the third possibility leads to the
principal types. Additionally, due to the Java re-
strictions of type parameters, some type parame-
ters have to be collected to one new type param-
eter. As proposed in the first possibility.

This section is structured as follows: After a moti-
vating example, we present an apportioning of the
type variables to the class and its methods. We
then reduce the respective set of type variables
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c lass TPHsAndGenerics {
id = x -> x;

id2 (x) {
return id.apply(x);}

m(a, b) {
var c = m2(a,b);
return a; }

m2(a, b){
return b; } }

c lass TPHsAndGenerics {
Fun1$$<UD, ETX> id = (DZP x) -> x;

ETX id2(V x) {
return id.apply(x);}

AB m(AB a, AD b){
AE c = m2(a,b);
return a; }

AI m2(AM a, AI b){
return b; } }

Figure 8: Class TPHsAndGenerics before and after type inference

such that the Java restrictions of type variables
are fulfilled.

Let us start with a motivating example.

Example 7.1. On the left in Fig. 8 a Java-TX pro-
gram is given. The identity function is mapped to
the field id. In the method id2 the identity func-
tion is called. In the method m the method m2 is
called.

The application of the type inference algorithm is
presented on the right, and the remaining set of
constraints of the type unification is:

cs = {ADl AI, Vl UD, AIl AE, ABl AM,
DZPl ETX, UDl DZP }.

7.1 Family of generated generics

We divide up the set of remaining constraints cs by
transferring it to a family cs′ where the index set is
given as the class name and its method names.

Definition 7.2 (Family of generated generics).
The family of generated generics is defined as

cs′ = (cs′in)in∈CLM,

where

CLM = { cl } ∪ {m |m is method in cl }

is the index set of the class name and its methods’
names.

Let cs be a set of remaining constraints as result of
the type unification. cs is transferred to the family
of generated generics cs′ where, the set of gener-
ated generics of the class cs′cl are given as:

• all type variables of the fields with its bounds

• the closure of all bounds of type variables of
the fields with its bounds, and

• all unbound type variables of the fields and all
unbound bounds with Object as bound.

The set generated generics cs′m of its methods m:
are given, respectively, as:

• the type variables of the method m with its
bounds, where the bounds are also type vari-
ables of the method,

• new constructed pairs T1 l T2 of type vari-
able T1, T2 of the method m which are in the
transitive closure

T1 lR1 l∗ R2 l T26

where R1 l∗ R2 ∈ cl′m′ and m′ is called in m,

• all type variables of the method m with its
bounds, where the bounds are type variables
of fields and

• all unbound type variables of the method
m and all unbound bounds with Object as
bound.

We present the family of generated generics for
the class TPHsAndGenerics from Example 7.1

Example 7.3. The set of remaining constraints

cs = {ADl AI, Vl UD, AIl AE, ABl AM,
DZPl ETX, UDl DZP }

of the class TPHsAndGenerics results in the family
of generated generics

6 l∗ stands for the reflexive and transitive closure of l.
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The set of generated generics cs′TPHsAndGenerics
of the class:

• Type variables of the fields with its bounds:

{ UD l DZP }

• Closure of all bounds of type variables of the
fields with its bounds:

{ DZP l ETX }

• All unbound type variables of the fields and
all unbound bounds with Object as bound:

{ ETX l Object }

The set of generated generics cs′id2:

• All pairs where the bounds are type variables
of fields:

{ Vl UD }

The set of generated generics cs′m:

• New pair

{ ADl AE }
which is in the transitive closure ADl AIl AE,
where AI ∈ cl′m2 and m2 is called in m.

• All unbound type variables of the method
m and all unbound bounds with Object as
bound:

{ ABl Object, AEl Object }

The set of generated generics cs′m2:

• All unbound type variables of the method m
with Object as bound:

{ AMl Object, AIl Object }

The mapping of the family to the class and its
methods in the Java-TX program is presented in
Fig. 9, where the bounds Object are left out.

7.2 Java-conforming binary relation of type
parameters

The set of remaining constraints as well as each
element of the family of generated generics are
arbitrary binary relations.

There are two conditions in Java which all mem-
bers of the family of generated generics have to
fulfill:

• The reflexive and transitive closure must be
a partial ordering (the subtyping relation is a
partial ordering).

c lass TPHsAndGenerics
<UD extends DZP, DZP extends ETX, ETX> {

Fun1$$<UD, ETX> id = x -> x;

<V extends UD> ETX id2(V x) {
return id.apply(x);}

<AD extends AE, AB, AE>
AB m(AB a, AD b){

AE c = m2(a,b);
return a;}

<AM, AI> AI m2(AM a, AI b){
return b;}

}

Figure 9: Generated generics of the class TPHsAndGe-
nerics

• Two different elements have no common infi-
mum (multiple inheritance is prohibited).

Consider the following lemma:

Lemma 7.4. The reflexive and transitive closure
of any binary relation is a partial ordering if it con-
tains no cycle.

Proof. A partial ordering is binary relation with the
properties reflexivity, transitivity, and antisymme-
try. The first two properties are given as we con-
sider a reflexive and transitive closure. Therefore
a reflexive and transitive closure is no partial or-
dering only if the property antisymmetry is not
given. Antisymmetry is given if and only if there
are no cycles.

This means that we have to eliminate cycles and
infima to get Java-conforming binary relations.
We will do this by a surjective mapping of con-
nected type variables to a new type variable.

First, we shall consider two examples which result
in non-conforming relations.

Example 7.5 (Cycle). Let the class Cycle be
given:

c lass Cycle {
m(x, y) {

y = x;
x = y;

}
}
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For the inferred method parameter m(L x, M y)
we get

cs′m = { (LlM ), (M l L) }

But

<L extends M,M extends L>
void m(L x, M y) {...}

is not a correct declaration.

Example 7.6 (Infimum). Let the class Infimum be
given:

c lass Infimum {
m(x, y, z) {

y = x;
z = x;

}
}

For the inferred method parameter m(L x, M y,
N x) we get

cs′m = {(LlM ), (LlN ), (M l Object),
(N l Object) }

But

<L extends M, L extends N, M, N>
void m(L x, M y, N z) {...}

is not a correct declaration.

The general approach for eliminating cycles and
infima is to equalize elements by a surjective map
h that preserves the subtype relation:

For T l∗ T ′

h(T ) l∗ h(T ′ )
holds true.

We shall now present an algorithm which elimi-
nate cycles and infima.

Algorithm 7.7 (Java-conforming relation).

Input: A member of the family of generated
generics C.

Output: An adapted member of the family of gen-
erated generics C and a surjective mapping
h that describes the adaption of C.

Postcondition: C is a minimal adaption such
that it is Java-conforming.

The algorithm:

1. Remove cycles:

For any (T lK lG l ...l T ) in C:

– Substitute all type variables of the cycle
with a new type variable X in C.

– Remove all constraints that built the cycle
from C.

– In h all removed type variables of the cycle
are mapped to X.

2. Eliminate infima: Apply the following steps
until no infima are in C:

For any

ConstrT = { (T l R), (T l S ), . . . } ⊆ C

– Create a new type variable X and create a
new constraint (T lX ).

– Add the new constraint (T lX ) to C.
– Remove all constraints ConstrT from C.
– All right-hand sides R of all constraints of

ConstrT are mapped to X in h and substi-
tuted in C with X .

Lemma 7.8. Let cs′m be a member of the family of
generated generics and h the corresponding sur-
jective map defined by Algorithm 7.7. For T l∗ T ′
holds true h(T ) l∗ h(T ′ ).

Proof. For the removed cycles

T lK lG l ...l T

holds true

h(T ) = h(K ) = h(G ) = ... = h(T ).

For the eliminated infima (T l R), (T l S ) holds
true h(S ) = h(R ) and (h(T )l h(R )), (h(T )l
h(S )).

In the following examples, we apply the algorithm
to the classes Cycle (Example 7.5) and Infimum
(Example 7.6).

Example 7.9. Applying the algorithm to the class
Cycle we get the surjective mapping h with

h(L ) = X
h(M ) = X

and the adapted class:

c lass Cycle {
<X> void m(X x, X y) {

y = x;
x = y;

}
}
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Example 7.10. Applying the algorithm to the
class Infimum we get the surjective mapping h
with

h(M ) = X
h(N ) = X

c lass Infimum {
<L extends X, X>

void m(L x, X y, X z) {
y = x;
z = x;

}
}

7.3 Further simplifications

Let us consider again the generated generics in
the class TPHsAndGenerics (Figure 9). There is a
class type parameter DZP that is never used. Ad-
ditionally, in the field id, the argument and the re-
sult type differ although the identity functions re-
turn the argument x. It is not clear whether this is
necessary.

Eliminate inner type variables

In the class TPHsAndGenerics the type variable
DZP occurs in the type Fun1$$<DZP,DZP> of the
lambda expression x -> x as inner type variable
which is generated during the tree traversing of
the type inference (cp. Sec. 3.1). As type vari-
ables of inner nodes are not needed to be de-
clared, we eliminate type variables of inner nodes.
In this step, the properties of the partial ordering
have to be preserved.

Therefore, in the above example UD l ETX follows
from UDl DZPl ETX.

Equalize type variables in contravariant and
covariant position

For the consideration of type variables like UD and
ETX, we need another definition.

Definition 7.11 (Type variables in covariant and
contravariant position). A type variable of an ar-
gument of a function/method is in contravariant
position. A type variable of a return type of a func-
tion/method is in covariant position.

In the type Fun2$$<UD,ETX> of the field id in the
class TPHsAndGenerics the type variable UD is in
contravariant position and ETX in covariant posi-
tion.

Lemma 7.12. Let T be a type variable in con-
travariant position and U a type variable in covari-
ant position. If T lU is valid, then in the sense of
principality of the program the two type variables
T and U can be equalized.

Proof. From the definition of a principal type
(Def. 5.2) it follows that the argument types have
to be maximal and the return type has to be min-
imal. This means that T has to be maximal and
U has to be minimal. Therefore, it follows from
T lU that for the principal type, T = U .

In the above example, the type variables UD and
ETX can be equalized. Fig. 10, below, presents
the complete simplified class TPHsAndGenerics.
Here, the inner type variables are eliminated and
type variables in contravariant and covariant posi-
tion are equalized.

c lass TPHsAndGenerics<UD> {

Fun1$$<UD, UD> id = x -> x;

<V extends UD> UD id2(V x) {
return id.apply(x);}

<AD extends AE, AB, AE>
AB m(AB a, AD b){

AE c = m2(a,b);
return a;}

<AM, AI> AI m2(AM a, AI b){
return b;}

}

Figure 10: The complete simplified class TPHsAndGe-
nerics

Theorem 7.13. Let a Java-TX class

Class( cl,extends( ty ), f ,Method(m1, v1, bl1 )
. . .
Method(mn, vn, bln ) )

be given. Furthermore, let

Class(cl,extends( ty ),F f,
Method(R1,m1, v1 : A1, bl1 )
. . .
Method(Rn,mn, vn : An, bln ) )
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be the result of the tree traversing, where
type placeholders are introduced and let (cs, σ)
be a result of the type unification of cl
(Sec. 3.1). Finally, let cs′ = { cs′cl, cs′m1

, . . . , cs′mn
}

the family of generated generics and cs′′ =
{ cs′′cl, cs′′m1

, . . . , cs′′mn
} the result family after ap-

plying Algorithm 7.7, eliminating inner type vari-
ables and equalizing type variables in contravari-
ant and covariant position.

Then

Class( cl, cs′′cl,extends( ty ), σ(F ) f,

Method( cs′′m1
, σ(R1 ),m1, v1 : σ(A1 ), bl1 )

. . .

Method( cs′′mn
, σ(Rn ),mn, vn : σ(An ), bln ) )

is a type correct Java program.

Proof. The constraints which are constructed dur-
ing the tree traversing are the type conditions that
corresponds to the type conditions of Java speci-
fication [10]. In [26] we proved that the type unifi-
cation solves the constraints and the algorithm is
sound and complete. This means the Java pro-
gram is type correct if the instantiations for the re-
maining constraints cs, which consists only of type
placeholders, are fulfilled.

Lemma 7.8 and Lemma 7.12 proves that Algo-
rithm 7.7 and equalizing type variables in con-
travariant and covariant position, respectively,
preserves the constraints. Therefore the instan-
tiations of the corresponding members of cs′′ into
the Java program leads to a type correct Java pro-
gram.

8 Heterogeneous translation of function
types

The actual Oracle’s Java compiler implementa-
tions translate generics in a homogenous way.
This means that all type parameters are erased.
This property is called the type erasure. The main
reason for the type erasure is that the hetero-
geneous translation (preserving the type param-
eters) would request for any type parameter in-
stantiation that its own class be loaded with corre-
sponding type parameters. This would slow down
the runtime.

On the other hand, the type erasure leads to many
disadvantages:

instanceof: Calling the instanceof operator
with a parametrized type as second argu-
ment is not allowed.

Generic Exception: Classes that inherit from
Throwable could not have parameters.

Generic overloading: Overloading a method
with arguments with different parameter
instantiations of the same class is not
allowed.

In [20] for PIZZA a homogenous and a hetero-
geneous translation was described for a Java-like
language. Furthermore, C# uses heterogeneous
translation [14].

In the final version of the concept paper for the in-
troduction of lambda expressions in Java [9] Brian
Goetz offers arguments as to why they left out real
function types: It is unlikely that there would be
a runtime representation for each distinct func-
tion type, meaning developers would be further
exposed to and limited by erasure. For example,
it would not be possible (perhaps surprisingly) to
overload methods m(T->U) and m(X->Y).

As we introduced with the special functional in-
terfaces FunN$$ real function types, so we intro-
duced into Java-TX heterogeneous translation for
these functional interfaces.

In order to gain an understanding of the problem,
let us consider the following example:

Example 8.1. Let the following Java-TX program
be given:

c lass OLFun {
m(f, x) {

x = f.apply(x+x);
return x;

}
}

For the arguments of m, we get the following typ-
ings:

(Fun1$$<Double, Double>,Double)→Double
&
(Fun1$$<Integer,Integer>,Integer)→Integer
&
(Fun1$$<String, String>,String)→ String.

In Java bytecode the type parameters of the
generic types are not considered ( type erasure).
Indeed, in bytecode the type parameters are con-
tained in the signatures, but they are not included
in the descriptors. The descriptors are used from
the JVM during runtime. Therefore they are not
used for resolving overloading. They are only
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used for the typecheck. The JVM considers only
those descriptions where the type parameters are
erased. For the class OLFun the method headers
in bytecode look like this:

Double m(Fun1$$ <Double ,Double >,Double );
descriptor: (LFun1$$;Double;)Double;

Integer m(Fun1$$ <Integer ,Integer >,Integer );
descriptor: (LFun1$$;Integer;)Integer;

String m(Fun1$$ <String ,String >,String );
descriptor: (LFun1$$;String;)String;

As in Example 4.1, this overloading is no problem
either as the method call can be resolved by the
second argument.

But if we erase the second argument

c lass OLFun {

m(f) {
var x;
x = f.apply(x+x);
return x;

}
}

then the type erasure becomes a problem as the
method headers in bytecode are:

Double m(Fun1$$ <Double ,Double >);
descriptor: (LFun1$$;)Double;

Integer m(Fun1$$ <Integer ,Integer >);
descriptor: (LFun1$$;)Integer;

String m(Fun1$$ <String ,String >);
descriptor: (LFun1$$;)String;

Now method resolving is no longer possible as all
three methods have the same argument Fun1$$.

This problem could only be solved by heteroge-
neous translations, which preserve the arguments
in the descriptors. Unfortunately, the symbol < is
not allowed in the descriptors. Therefore, follow-
ing [20], we translate a type

FunN $$<ty1, . . . , tyn,ty0>
to a string

FunN $$$_$ty1$_$ . . . $_$tyn$_$ty0$_$

where tyi are the descriptors of the type parame-
ters. Descriptors are used to support the type era-
sure of any type and to differ classes with same
names in different packages. The descriptors are
subjected to the following substitutions:

1. . → /

2. /→ $

3. ;→ $_$

These substitutions are essential, so that the
class name satisfies the Java specifications.

Differing from [20] we leave the class loader un-
changed and for each used type

FunN $$$_$ty1$_$ . . . $_$tyn$_$ty0$_$

we implement empty interface-files that inherit
from

FunN $$<ty1, . . . , tyn,ty0> :

interface FunN$$$_$ty1$_$ ... $_$tyN$_$ty0$_$
extends FunN$$ <ty1 ,..., tyN ,ty0 > { }

Example 8.2. For the class OLFun in Example 8.1
the following cutout of the bytecode is generated:

Double m(Fun1$$ <Double ,Double >);
descriptor:

(LFun1$$$_$Double$_$Double$_$;)Double;
Integer m(Fun1$$ <Integer ,Integer >);

descriptor:
(LFun1$$$_$Integer$_$Integer$_$;)Integer;
String m(Fun1$$ <String ,String >);

descriptor:
(LFun1$$$_$String$_$String$_$;)String;

Note that the prefix of the primitive types
(Ljava$lang$) was left out for the sake of read-
ability.

9 The inferred principal type

The principal types for the fields and the
methods of a class are determined as given
in Def. 5.2. The intersections (overload-
ing) of the methods are derived from the el-
ements of the result of the type unification
{ ({T1 l T ′1 }, σ1), . . . , ({Tn l T ′n }, σn) } and
the bound generics are derived as given in the-
orem 7.13.

As each σi is a general unifier (Theorem 1, [26])
and as during the adaptions of the remaining con-
straints {Ti l T ′i } either no solution is lost (build-
ing of family of generated generics, eliminating in-
ner type variables, and equalizing type variables
in contravariant and covariant position) or the re-
ductions are indispensable to get a correct Java
program (remove cycle and eliminate infima) the
determined type is principal.
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10 Related Work

Some object-oriented languages like Scala, C#,
and Java perform local type inference [22, 24].
Local type inference means that missing type an-
notations are recovered using only information
from adjacent nodes in the syntax tree without
long distance constraints. For instance, the type
of a variable initialized with a non-functional ex-
pression or the return type of a method can be in-
ferred. However, method argument types, in par-
ticular for recursive methods, cannot be inferred
by local type inference.

Milner’s algorithm W [6, 18] is the gold standard
for global type inference for languages with para-
metric polymorphism, which is used by ML-style
languages. The fundamental idea of the algo-
rithm is to enforce type equality by many-sorted
type unification [17, 31]. This approach is effective
and results in so-called principal types because
many-sorted unification is unitary, which means
that there is at most one most general result.

The presence of subtyping means that type unifi-
cation is no longer unitary, but still finitary. Thus,
there is no longer a single most general type, but
any type is an instance of a finite set of maxi-
mal types. We have given an algorithm for Java
type unification in [26] and proved soundness and
completeness.

PIZZA [21] contained real function types with in-
variant arguments (no subtyping). Function types
similar as in Java-TX are contained in Scala [23].
As shown in [29] our approach preserves the
properties of target typing, while Scala do not
have these properties.

There are different approaches of formal mod-
els of Java. In [13] a formal model of Java is
given, where method-bodies consists of expres-
sions rather than statements. There are two for-
mal models. The first one for Java without gener-
ics and without lambda expressions. The sec-
ond for GJ [5] with generics. In [34] wildcards
are added. Finally, in [2] lambda expressions with
functional interfaces are added.

In [32] we presented an extension of the calcu-
lus in [13] with type inference. This could be con-
sidered as a theorectical base of Java-TX without
wildcards and without lambda expressions.

Ancona, Damiani, Drossopoulou, and Zucca [1]
consider polymorphic byte code. Their approach
is modular in the sense that it infers polymorphic

structural types. As Java does not support struc-
tural types, their approach would have to be sim-
ulated with generated interfaces. In [28] we fol-
lowed this approach. Furthermore Ancona and
coworkers do not consider generic classes.

11 Implementation

A prototypical compiler for Java-TX has been im-
plemented. The compiler is written in Java, itself.
Additionally, an eclipse plugin is offered, present-
ing the full convenience of Java type inference.
The official website is accessible with the following
URL: https://www.hb.dhbw-stuttgart.de/javatx .

12 Summary and Outlook

Within the last 15 years Java has been devel-
oped so as to introduce various concepts from
functional programming languages. In this pa-
per we presented an extension of Java, called
Java-TX. Java-TX continues the range of incorpo-
rating functional programming language features
into Java. We added the feature of global type in-
ference. Global type inference means that Java
programs can be written without any type anno-
tation. Java-TX preserves static typing through a
type inference algorithm which infers a principal
type for all fields and methods.

Subsequently, we showed how global type in-
ference allows the extension of the overloading
mechanism such that not only method identifiers
but also, complete method declaration can be
overloaded.

We discussed the principal type property in
Java-TX and showed that a principal type of meth-
ods is an intersection of function types and that
the type inference algorithm approximately infers
the principal types. There are two restrictions: the
polymorphic recursion and F-bounded polymor-
phism in combination with bounded wildcards.

Another extension of Java-TX is the introduction
of real function types. We offered a number of
examples which show that the lack of real func-
tion types is very harmful. We introduced Scala-
like function types. For lambda expressions we
defined these function types as explicit types. At
the same time we preserved the concept of target
typing for functional interfaces as was proposed in
the so-called strawman approach in order to intro-
duce lambda expressions into Java.

https://www.hb.dhbw-stuttgart.de/javatx
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Additionally, we presented a concept for general-
ization for free type variables (generated gener-
ics) which is more powerful than in functional pro-
gramming languages. The remaining type vari-
ables constraints of the type inference were dis-
tributed to the class and its method, respec-
tively.

Finally, we showed that the overloading mech-
anism has some restrictions, caused by the
type erasure (erasure of argument types in
parametrized types during compilation). There-
fore, in Java-TX we achieved an approach for het-
erogeneous translation of function types.

In the future, we plan to introduce a heteroge-
neous translation for all parametrized types. The
following example in Fig. 11 shows that type infer-
ence suggests this.

import java.util.Vector;
import java.lang.Integer;
import java.lang.String;

c lass VectorAdd {
vectorAdd(v1, v2) {

var i = 0;
var erg = new Vector <>();
while (i < v1.size ()) {

erg.addElement(v1.elementAt(i)
+ v2.elementAt(i));

i++;
}
return erg;

}
}

Figure 11: Heterogeneous translation

For the method vectorAdd the type

Vector<Integer>× Vector<Integer>
→Vector<Integer>

&
Vector<String>× Vector<String>

→Vector<String>

is inferred.

But as the type erasure erases the type parame-
ters Integer and String, respectively, the over-
loading of the method vectorAdd cannot be re-
solved.

We shall consider two possible approaches for
solving this problem. On the one hand, we could
follow the PIZZA approach [20] to change the

class loader. On the other hand, we could fol-
low the ideas of [35] in a way similar to what we
did for the function types. In [35] the types with
instantiated parameters are subtypes of the non-
instantiated ones. This approach could lead to a
type hierarchy with multiple inheritance which is
prohibited in Java.

Another feature derived from functional program-
ming languages which has been introduced into
Java in a restricted version is pattern matching.
Pattern matching for the instanceof operator was
introduced in Java 13-16 [8], for the switch-case
instruction in Java 17-19 [4], and for the new
record classes in Java 19 [3]. In PIZZA [21], pat-
tern matching is realized via algebraic data types
for the switch-case statement.

In combination with type inference, an approach
of pattern matching in method headers similar to
that of Haskell could be possible.
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